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Introduction
Ko Ko Th ett & Brian Haman

Generosity, altruism and courage are the 

backbone of any struggle against tyranny. In the wake of the 

military’s overthrow of Myanmar’s democratically elected 

government in February 2021, we found the online literary 

outpouring of outrage, grief and dissent particularly generous, 

altruistic and courageous. 

Th is marshalling of the digital space for the purpose of 

activism, protests and resistance is all the more remarkable 

considering the fact that Myanmar “came online” virtually 

overnight. Until the mid-2000s, most people in the country 

did not have access to the internet or even to mobile phones.

Over the course of the past ten years, however, an increase 

in internet freedom and access resulted in the widespread 

adoption of mobile devices. A greater openness seemed to speak 

to a “transitional Myanmar”, one characterised by eff orts to 

reintegrate the country into the global economy. After fi ve 

decades of international, economic and political isolation, there 

even appeared to be overtures to constitutional democracy and 

judiciary reform.

Myanmar’s transition was far from fair, as demonstrated 

by the glaring political and economic disparities between 

haves and have-nots. Th e most hideous examples emerged 

in the form of the ethnic cleansing of the Rohingya in the 

western Rakhine littoral and the war against Kachin peoples 

in the north.

And what little progress that Myanmar enjoyed has once 

again ground to an abrupt halt, with the military yet again 

nipping democracy in the bud. Since then, the subversion of 
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democratic elections, mass arrests, imposition of house arrest 

for elected politicians, ethnic and religious divisiveness, extreme 

physical and psychological torture, sexual and gender-based 

violence, censorship and the heavy use of lethal and often 

indiscriminate force with virtual impunity have become the 

new normal in the country.

By September, guerrilla journalists from Myanmar 

reported that some of the military-occupied towns in ethnic 

Chin and Karenni regions became completely devoid of souls, 

with thousands of residents internally displaced. As if this 

were not enough, millions in Myanmar are facing growing 

food insecurity amid poverty, political unrest, and economic 

crisis. And then there are the devastating consequences of 

the COVID-19 pandemic, which has only compounded the 

negative shocks that have ravaged the country as it lurches 

under the weight of the junta. 

Despite the bloodshed, the seemingly endless cycles of 

violence and trauma and the countless innocents who are 

no longer with us, poetry—and writing more generally—

continues to play an important role in the country’s Civil 

Disobedience Movement. Given the ephemeral nature of 

the online environment along with the reality of internet 

outages, throttling and outright censorship, so much of this 

writing remains either undocumented, untranslated or entirely 

inaccessible. Th is book was thus initially conceived as an 

anthology of poems and essays—fi rst-hand accounts from the 

ensuing protests.

Th ere was an urgently felt need to preserve these online 

writings in a more durable and enduring format. Not only does 

this corpus of writing demonstrate the power and possibilities 

of the written word when faced with the barrel of a gun, but it 

also reveals Burmese writing to be aesthetically accomplished 

and signifi cant. In this respect, witness writings from Myanmar 

should not be understood merely as a local phenomenon with 
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only local relevance, but rather seen within the international 

context of recent resistance art movements.

Th e initial essays and poems we received in February and 

early March, largely via PEN Myanmar, brimmed with hope 

for a non-violent people’s revolution. By the end of March, the 

military had already started to react to these largely peaceful 

protests with astonishing violence.

Among the dead was a teenage girl wearing an “Everything 

will be OK” T-shirt. She had been shot in the head, an alarmingly 

common fate shared by many of her fellow protesters. Earlier 

in the month, the brutal killing of two poets, Myint Myint 

Zin and K Za Win, sent shock waves through the country 

and international community. Myint Myint Zin (also known 

as Kyi Lin Aye) was a teacher and poet who was well loved by 

her students. K Za Win was a celebrated poet who spent over a 

year in jail as a student for his advocacy of educational reforms. 

Many poets such as Maung Yu Py, Han Lynn, and Moe Oo 

Swe Nyein, among others, have been jailed for taking part in 

the protests. We are honoured to include poems by a number 

of these poets, including some best-loved poems by Khet Th i 

who died at the hands of the junta’s inquisitors on 8th May.

Horrifi ed, angered or simply exasperated by the increasingly 

authoritarian military regime and its murderous actions, 

civilians in Myanmar began fi ghting back with whatever 

means they had. Some banged pots and pans at night, while 

others tended to the injured or provided shelter to the hunted. 

Th e writing in this collection refl ects this spirit of ingenuity, 

resourcefulness and defi ance. 

Th ere is, for example, an essay describing the harrowing 

escape of a Kachin rights activist, another about the perils 

of withdrawing cash from a bank under the threat of the 

COVID-19 pandemic and the junta’s ever-present surveillance, 

and yet another on a seemingly mundane piece of footwear, the 

fl ip-fl op, which has a decades-long symbolic value in Myanmar’s 
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various protest movements. Th e discarded footwear on the 

streets of Myanmar signalled impromptu military violence as 

panicked protesters fl eeing bullets sought refuge.

In a country mired in censorship since its very fi rst military 

coup in 1962, people have had to adapt quickly to the hard-won 

online and offl  ine freedoms of the 2010s. Veteran journalist 

Hanthawaddy U Win Tin has said that the side eff ects of 

censorship continued to weigh on Burmese writers following 

the easing of restrictions, but things seem to have changed for 

the digital generations, who have come of age in the 1990s and 

2010s under a far diff erent digital landscape. As such we have 

dedicated a special section featuring essays and poems from 

2010 to 2020, mainly by youth and women writers, in order to 

showcase what was possible without the weight of censorship. 

Th anks to the Rohingya poet Mayyu Ali, we received some 

witness poems from the refugee camps and beyond, three of 

which are featured here. 

Th e book is organised in reverse chronological order, 

suggesting the extent to which Myanmar has regressed—a 

temporal, economic, moral and political slippage that will likely 

reverberate through generations from now. Th e fi nal section 

(2010-1988) features poems by dissidents, Min Ko Naing and 

Hanthawaddy U Win Tin, which have been capably translated 

by Kenneth Wong, and a long-form poem by Min Lu, for 

which the poet and his collaborators spent several years in jail, 

as well as a poem written in English by the exile poet activist 

and political economist Kyi May Kaung.

Perhaps this longer view will also give us pause to consider 

the implications of this inter-generational transmission and 

experience of everyday political violence in Myanmar, as a 

younger generation of writers, in some ways overwhelmed by the 

narratives that preceded them, must now bear witness to their 

own psychic wounds. In this respect, one is reminded of Primo 

Levi and the power of bearing witness despite the apparent 
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inadequacy of language to communicate one’s experiences or 

encapsulate one’s memories.

And fi nally, we use the term “witness poems and essays” 

as distinct from “protest” or “resistance poems and essays”. All 

protest writings may be witness writings but not all witness 

writings are protest writings. Witness writing, in our opinion, 

is more subjective and does not usually have an explicit political 

agenda—however politicised it might be or become. We would 

like to caution that violent imagery and emotionally laden 

strong language may be inevitable in some witness writings 

about physical, sexual or emotional abuses, atrocities and armed 

confl icts.

Despite the military’s subversion of democratic elections, 

mass arrests, jailing of politicians, extreme physical and 

psychological cruelty, sexual- and gender-based violence, 

censorship and the heavy use of lethal and often indiscriminate 

force with virtual impunity, the hearts of the people of Myanmar 

continue to burn—sadder, but perhaps, indomitably wiser and 

more resolute. 

 

It’s time for the witnesses to speak for themselves.

Th ese are their stories. 



Dr Th iha Tin Tun’s will



2021

We do not put our faith in skills, 

We put our faith in the gun. 

Tin Moe (1933–2007)
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Zeyar Lynn

Myanmar

We live as easy prey for the empire. 

Numberless zero (that’s us). 

Th ey tell the generals what to do. 

Th e guy who told the gang to stage a coup was 

very gong hsi but no fa tsai. 

It’s the year of the ox. We are boxed oxen billed for the kill. 

If the brain you miss, aim at the heart. 

Th e bullet blows your life off . Th e bastard son rises also. 

I’d rather the world not issue statements; 

Let us be killed in peace. Die in front of your life. 

A stepfather who points at the gun at least 

once every whim is a good stepfather. 

Th e landscape is bloody-fucked. 

Th e train sinks you in the drain. Slippages in the slaughter. 

Folks marching along vast stretches of emptiness, 

heading towards martyrdom. 

Don’t forget what your body looks like 

when you are nowhere around your body.

Cots in the nursery caged up like coots, 

gunned up and gunned down 

where the generation would normally be. 

Even the fl ags fl ying at the UN make Myanmar a fucking farce. 

If it’s time to die we get bullets. 

Th ey taste sweet to us. Th ey Taste Sweet to us. 

Th e guns are glowing. Th ey point at us. 

after China by Bob Perelman
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Pick up your body. 

“Hey guess what?” “What?” “I’ve learned how to be shot and killed.” 

“Damn! Why do some have all the luck?”

Th e person whose head exploded laughed at the bullet. 

As the country fell, what could the world do? 

Scavenge for loot? Slipped dreams. 

Th e sniper looks great in uniform. 

And the fl ag looks fucked too. 

Nobody enjoyed their own deaths. 

Time to rise up. 

But better get used to mayhem too.

First published in Jacket 2, also in Voice & Verse, Summer 2021.

Zeyar Lynn is a poet, critic, writer, translator and language instructor who 
lives in Yangon. He has instigated a wider appreciation of postmodern and 
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poetry forms in Burmese, and is widely regarded 
as one of the most infl uential living poets in Burma.


